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APOLOGY TO VIETNAM VETERANS 
Motion 

Resumed from 5 December on the following motion moved by Hon Frank Hough - 

That this House - 

(1) Records that Australia’s military involvement in the Vietnam War is a matter of regret in 
regard to the treatment of Australian troops on their return home from duty in Vietnam. 

(2) Supports the continuation of policies and programs that assist Vietnam Veterans and their 
families to recover from trauma associated with service in Vietnam and its aftermath. 

(3) Acknowledges their hurt resulting from the negative treatment they received, or still receive, 
from all those opposed to Australian involvement in Vietnam. 

(4) As part of the process of healing and rehabilitation, extends its apology to Vietnam Veterans 
for the loss and hurt they have suffered and may still suffer as a result of the Vietnam War, to 
say we are truly sorry. 

Point of Order 

Hon GEORGE CASH:  I draw the attention of the House to the fact that the mover of the motion, Hon Frank 
Hough, has already attended the House this morning but realised that he had not brought with him his reading 
glasses.  He rang his office to find those glasses and I expect his return to the Chamber in a short time. 

Given the fact that he has found a pair of glasses that do not appear to be his, there is no need for me to say any 
more but to allow him to continue. 

The PRESIDENT:  I thank Hon George Cash for his point of order that glasses are always a requirement when 
dealing with speeches in the House.  Hon Frank Hough on the question that the motion be agreed to. 

Debate Resumed 

HON FRANK HOUGH (Agricultural) [10.05 am]:  Thank you, Mr President.  Vietnam veterans do not know 
what they went through; they should have experienced what I just went through!  I broke my glasses, bought 
some superglue, got it on my fingers, pressed in the lenses and could not see anything.  Hon Barbara Scott was 
kind enough to offer me some glasses from the biggest collection of glasses I have ever seen in my life.  
Subsequently, I have the glasses of a little 80-year-old lady from Singapore. 

This motion is an apology to many young soldiers for the way in which they were badly treated when they 
returned to Australia from the Vietnam War.  I have pondered again in the past 24 hours why anyone would want 
to treat them in the way that they were treated.  I believe that when a Government makes a bad decision, the 
people should have a go at the Government and not at the people who carry out that decision.  I hope in the long 
term that we never go back down that track again and that we do not treat the soldiers coming back from 
Afghanistan and the islands to the north of Australia in the same way. 

The Government often talks about reconciliation and about saying sorry for past indiscretions.  However, if it 
wants to jump on the bandwagon, it should say sorry to the men who fought for freedom in Vietnam.  The 
Vietnam War has been described as a dirty and nasty war.  It was regarded by design and meaning as different 
from the previous and so-called honourable wars.  Perhaps that explains why soldiers were so poorly treated 
when they returned from Vietnam to Australia.  The political climate surrounding Australia’s decision to send 
troops to the Vietnam War created bitter dissension in the community, which debated the morality and meaning 
of the war. 

In previous conflicts everyone was involved, participation was encouraged and those who elected not to fight 
were not branded as cowards.  However, Vietnam was different.  Many activists demonstrated against 
Australia’s involvement in that war.  Many soldiers felt that they had been taken to the edge of hell and back and 
those who were crippled and maimed came home to a very hostile reception.  Some of the soldiers who returned 
were not so lucky.  Some young married blokes not only received a hostile reception on their return but also 
came back to find their wives had done a runner.  Other blokes found that their girlfriends had become engaged 
to other men.  Times had changed.  The mates they used to go drinking with had changed venues and all of a 
sudden the returned soldiers felt very alienated.  When they came back they did not want to talk about the war, 
particularly not after the reception they got.  They had been away for one to two years and when they came back 
they were ashamed.  I thank God that I was six months too old to be drafted, but I remember talking to a couple 
of mates about my thoughts of going to Vietnam; I was not unhappy about the idea.  My brother-in-law was also 
called up.  He was at the tail end of it.  He was lucky; he came in when it was knocked on the head.  I thought 
about what it would be like up there.  However, a person does not think about what it will be like when he comes 
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home to that reception in a year or two, knowing that he has been sitting in a foxhole, a trench, guarding a bit of 
land, but he does not know why.   

Those who were not actively opposed to Australia’s involvement in Vietnam mostly treated returned soldiers 
with apathy, preferring to forget that the whole nasty war ever happened.  However, the veterans who had been 
to war were not afforded the luxury of forgetting.  The war had left an indelible imprint of the unerasable horror 
they went through.  Australia’s involvement in Vietnam intensified only after the introduction of compulsory 
national service on the decision of the Australian Government to send a battalion to South Vietnam.  The leader 
of the Australian Labor Party, then in opposition, Arthur Calwell, stated that his party opposed the decision, 
arguing that it was based on three false assumptions: an erroneous view of the nature of the war in Vietnam, a 
failure to understand the nature of the communist challenge and the false notion about the interest of America 
and our allies.   

Although the Labor Party provided some of the most effective anti-war campaigners, many of whom were ex-
servicemen, the party itself was very divided on the issue.  People will always remember some politicians.  I 
remember Cocky Calwell and his throwaway lines.  In fact, I believe that today Cocky Calwell probably would 
have been a One Nation supporter.  He probably would have been a member of the party and might even have 
been in the upper House.  I will not use some of his throwaway lines, because they would not be acceptable in 
today’s environment.  The thing that killed Cocky Calwell was television; he was not the most attractive fellow.  
I remember some of his statements.  He was one of the most honest, fore-thinking and compassionate politicians.  
We were talking about it just the other day.  If Cocky knew about the gay and lesbian reform Bill, one of his 
throwaway lines probably would have been, “two faggots do not make a forest”, or something like that.  
Whitlam, locked in a leadership struggle with Arthur Calwell, did not want to alienate supporters of the Vietnam 
commitment.  Labor lost heavily in the 1966 election.  Whitlam replaced Calwell as the leader and did not take 
up the issue until the growing opposition to the war indicated that it was politically expedient to do so.   

Public opposition to Australia’s involvement occurred during 1965 in some public debates and teach-ins.  
However, it grew in intensity from 1966 onwards.  Apart from those with specific interests - political conscripts 
opposed to the war on such grounds as it would disrupt their lives, a fear for personal safety and the dread of the 
unknown, matters of conscience or purely material considerations - the protest movement attracted diverse 
groups in a loose and sometimes uncomfortable alliance.  It attracted university students, nonconformists, the 
political left, including some with links to the Communist Party, and, in the end, a hooligan group that was out 
there pushing its own agenda.   

Mass demonstrations were a new and effective way to attract public attention, but they did not always have the 
desired effect.  The woman who splattered the troops from the 1st Royal Australian Regiment with red paint on 
the welcome march on 6 June 1966 attracted more outrage than sympathy, and she probably wished she had not 
done it.  The preparation for war bears no regard for the returned soldiers who arrive home and for their 
reintegration into civil society.  That was the hardest thing for these fellows.  The combat soldier is trained to be 
hard, tough, unfeeling, unrelenting and devoid of any emotion.  One academic of modern warfare said that one 
effect of military training is to intensify and exacerbate those features of the male role in our time which builds a 
protective wall around the inner psychological life.  Combat soldiers were trained to react very quickly and to 
hide any hint of emotion.  Another academic said that Australian soldiers going to Vietnam were excellently 
trained to be soldiers, but with little forethought for being ex-soldiers when they came home.  How true that was.  
They were trained well, but they were not trained on what it would be like after the event.   

How did we decide to send these men to war in the first instance?  On 5 November 1964, Cabinet opted to 
introduce a compulsory selective national service scheme.  The then Prime Minister, Robert Menzies, referred to 
the aggressive communist developments in Asia when he made the announcement to Parliament.  His decision 
was influenced by the recent Indonesian policies and actions and the deterioration in our strategic position.  As a 
consequence, the Government concluded that Australia had inadequate defence manpower and aimed to increase 
the strength of the army to 33 000 by the end of 1966 by introducing national service.  The National Service Act 
1964, passed in Parliament on 24 November, required that 20-year-old males serve in the army for two years of 
continuous service.  In 1971, this requirement was reduced to 18 months.  In any case, this continuous service 
was to be followed by three years of service in the reserves if males took the option of 18 months.  The Defence 
Act was amended in May 1965 to provide that the conscripts be obliged to serve overseas.  In March 1966, the 
then Prime Minister, Harold Holt, announced that national servicemen be sent to Vietnam to fight in the units of 
the Australian Regular Army.  Over 800 000 men registered for national service between 1965 and 1972, some 
63 000 were conscripted and over 19 000 served in Vietnam.  We must remember - this is something that we do 
not reflect on very often because it is just something that we accept - that the kids who were being conscripted 
had three months training before going into a war in the jungle in a country they had never known and with 
conditions they had never experienced.  They were fighting against Vietnam - or Charlie as the enemy was 
called.  They were fighting against a soldier who had been jungle fighting for 10 or 15 years.  The French had 
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been there for that time.  These young guys - one could say they were straight out of school - were thrown on to 
the board of directors.  These guys had to learn very quickly.   

Although registration was compulsory, a process of selection by ballot determined which lucky individuals 
would be called up to serve in a country of which most Australians had no deep knowledge.  Two ballots were 
conducted each year.  This comprised a lottery barrel and marbles representing birth dates.  The ballots selected 
several dates in the selected period and all males with corresponding birth dates were called up for national 
service.  In fact, I believe that a couple of members in the upper House were in the barrel during the call-up.  I 
cannot remember whether their numbers came up.  The call-up was so impersonal that it was like getting a 
Multanova ticket in the post.  The call-up sheet arrived in the post, and it said, “Congratulations, you are off to 
war.”  I have a letter that was sent to one of the conscripts in the country, Mr G.S. Brockway, at Box 46, Wagin 
6315.  The letter states -  

Dear Sir, 

I am writing to tell you that you have been found to meet the standards required -  

What a load of rubbish!  He met the standards!  The standards were his birthday!  The bloke might have been in 
a wheelchair, for God’s sake!  The letter continues -  

and therefore fit for service and that, in the normal course of events, you will be required to commence 
your national service with the Army during the week beginning 15th July, 1968.  . . .  

If you are in employment you should inform your employer now that you have received this advance 
notice but you should not make arrangements to leave work until you are advised of the time when you 
are required to report for service.  If you leave your employment before you are required to report you 
may forfeit rights you may have to reinstatement in your employment upon return from service.   

If you wish to claim that the rendering of service would impose exceptional hardship upon yourself, or 
your parents, or your dependants, you must make application in accordance with the prescribed form 
which can be obtained at this office or at any District Employment Office of the Commonwealth 
Employment Service.  Such an application will then be heard and determined by a Magistrate in 
accordance with the provisions of the National Service Act.  An application must be posted or delivered 
so as to reach me at this office within fourteen days after you receive this letter.  A late application can 
be accepted only if it contains a statement showing that it could not reasonably have been posted or 
delivered within the prescribed time . . .  

At the Magistrate’s hearing you may be represented by counsel, solicitor or duly authorised agent. 
Court fees will not be charged but you will be responsible for any costs you incur in regard to your 
representation.   The decision of the Magistrate is final and conclusive.   

If, between now and the date when you are required to report for service, you should sustain an injury 
or contract an illness which may affect your fitness for service, please forward immediately to me at the 
above address, the necessary details supported by a medical certificate.   

The soldiers who made it to Vietnam found that they were required to exercise a constant state of hyper-
vigilance.  It is interesting that one Vietnam veteran said to me that when they arrived in Vietnam, the world of 
reality opened and the world of fantasy disappeared.  He said also that people often say that in Vietnam they 
learnt to sleep with one eye open, but that is bulldust: they slept with both eyes open and their loaded weapon in 
their hand.  Our soldiers did not have the luxury of feeling fearful.  They needed to be on constant alert for their 
lives and the lives of the men who served with them.  Guerilla warfare meant that the enemy was often unknown 
and at times just about invisible.  There were no front-lines and, therefore, no safety in the rear.  Thick jungle 
terrain, which harboured enemy snipers, meant that attacks were sudden, unsolicited and often unrelenting.  
Guerilla warfare meant that there was no gain or loss of territory.  The grotesque measure of success was, believe 
it or not, the body count.  That is how they knew whether they were winning or losing.   

Some soldiers even sacrificed themselves in battle so that others might live.  In my research I found many 
examples of this type of heroism.  I was told of one Australian soldier who was on forward patrol.  The gunners 
had canons or 25-pounders - I think they were called 125 howitzers -  

Hon Simon O’Brien:  They are guns, not canons. 

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  I thank the member.  They used to send out a reconnaissance team.  This soldier, who 
was a lieutenant, went out into the jungle.  They knew that Charlie was coming through the jungle, and they had 
to camouflage themselves and their radio.  This man’s commanding officer was out in the jungle, and as he saw 
Charlie coming through the jungle, he started to call the gunners on the radio to give them locations.  
Unfortunately, Charlie was in a larger group than was anticipated, and this officer basically sacrificed himself by 
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calling the range of fire closer than he thought wise - to use the Australian jargon, he took a punt - and he was 
blown out of the hole but managed to get Charlie killed.  He was replaced minutes later by another lieutenant, a 
New Zealander, who subsequently was also killed.  That illustrates the heroism of our blokes.   

Many of the combat soldiers who survived Vietnam never truly returned home.  Although many of the soldiers 
who had not been killed in action returned home physically to their families, irreparable changes had taken place 
deep within their psyche.  They had suffered a total shattering of their self and any sense of what was right.  The 
sense of undeniable and unquestionable civilian and societal safety that they had had before they went to war 
could never be restored.  Perhaps the saddest stories of all belong to the men who were not killed in Vietnam but 
returned home with shrapnel or bullets embedded in their brains or limbs.  We never hear about those men.  I 
spoke to one of those men; he lasted three or four years after his return from Vietnam and then passed away, but 
he was never counted as a statistic.  These broken soldiers are a constant reminder to the men who served next to 
them on the battlefields of Vietnam of the atrocities they so thanklessly endured.   

Others returned home so psychologically traumatised by their time in Vietnam that even ordinary sounds can 
still trigger profoundly disturbing memories that require action.  I have a good friend - he asked me not to name 
him - who was a very good ruckman for East Fremantle.  I see him regularly.  I spoke with him the other day, 
and I thought he was pulling my leg when he said that whenever the Channel Seven helicopter flies overhead, he 
gets a bit queer and starts to sweat and has to get under cover, because he cannot handle the sound of choppers.  
We can laugh about that, but it is a fact of life.  This bloke has got something wrong with him; there is no 
question about his fear.  He was a commando and spent all his time in Vietnam in choppers.   

We can argue, of course, that certain atrocities are characteristic of any war, such as separation from family and 
community, and psychological trauma.  Having said that, however, the danger of physical harm and death that 
the soldiers in Vietnam faced was totally unique, because their experiences included the senselessness of the 
conflict; the lack of a clear and discernible reason for being there; the Agent Orange fiasco; the youth of the 
combatants; the individual rotation of soldiers; the forced killing of civilians; the employment of surprise firing 
devices that attacked soldiers’ perception; the guerilla tactics utilised by the enemy; physical deprivation; and the 
inhospitable environment, just to name a few.  Memories of these situations were often catastrophic to the 
recovery process of the returned soldiers, and the impact of those memories is still felt by Vietnam veterans 
today. 

When these soldiers returned home they were subjected to an inexcusably hostile reception from the Australian 
public, which acted as though these men had been called away to a prolonged picnic, when in reality they had 
been to hell and back.  The Vietnam vets’ unwelcome reception at home served to exacerbate their horrific and 
traumatic experience of war and caused them to develop a disproportionate number of post-traumatic stress 
disorders.  Having served in battles such as that at Long Tan, that is no wonder.  I will tell members briefly what 
it was like for the Australian troops in the battle of Long Tan.  Kelvin Wormall, a Rockingham fellow, was good 
enough to share with me some of his most intimate and disturbing memories of that battle.  He said that the night 
before that battle, they were woken at about 3.00 am by air bursts, which is when mortars hit the trees rather than 
the ground and explode in the air and fragment.  He was a gun layer, so he went for his gun.  His sergeant did 
too, but he was hit; he was blown up.  They waited for the information to come down.  He said, “Oh shit, we 
were worried because the yanks wouldn’t get out of their bloody holes and go to their guns.”  He said that the 
American troops had mobile guns, were covered and had trenches, whereas the Australians had only open trails; 
the Americans had protection and the Australians had none.  He said that they were sitting ducks with stuff 
flying around their heads and they had to fire back.  However, the Americans would not come out until the show 
was over.  The guns of the Australians were propped up in the open, whereas the Americans had dug in.  The 
Americans were covered and fully protected.  During the Long Tan battle, the yanks did not show their heads 
until the shooting stopped.  It was a bit late for the cavalry to come then. 

Vulnerable and relatively unprotected in comparison with their American counterparts, the Australian soldiers 
endured the shelling for three hours.  The next day was a usual hot day in Vietnam - a bit cloudy and so muggy 
that one could hardly breathe.  D Company went out to see where Charlie had gone.  It was called the killing 
fields.  Kelvin described it as a U-shaped killing field, which was surrounded by about 2 500 Vietnamese 
soldiers.  The battle of Long Tan was probably the most famous fight in the war.  Charlie had set up the killing 
fields to bring the Australians out of their camp.  They wanted to suck the Australians out so that they could 
move in behind and slaughter them.  They did not realise how smart and courageous the Australians were or 
what good fighters they were.  The account by the 336 squadron of the victory of Long Tan states -  

The 1st Australian Task Force won a stunning victory in Vietnam on 18 August in a ferocious battle in 
which 245 enemy soldiers were killed. 
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In this encounter in a Long Tan rubber plantation near the . . . base at Nui Dat in Phuoc Tuy province, 
the heavily outnumbered Australians vanquished Viet Cong formations comprising the D445 Battalion 
and elements of the 5th Viet Cong Division. 

Young Australian national servicemen of D Company of the 6th Battalion, who had been called into the 
army only in the previous year, shared in the triumph which cost 18 Australian lives and earned the 
company the award of the United States Presidential Unit Citation for “extraordinary heroism in 
operations against an opposing armed force”. 

It was Australia’s greatest victory in its 10 years participation in the war and one of the classic actions 
of Australian military history. 

The newly arrived Task Force had set up a strongly defended base at Nui Dat in the heart of the 
important enemy province Phuoc Tuy.  This challenge angered the VC and they reacted violently with 
the intention of inflicting a sharp defeat on the “arrogant” Australians and hopefully swaying Australian 
domestic opinion against the war by inflicting sacrificial lossess on their armed forces in Vietnam. 

The Viet Cong battle plan was straightforward enough.  It was master-minded by a senior officer of the 
5th Viet Cong Division, Colonel Nguyen Than Hong, who directed that the VC attacking force was to 
approach the Australians at Nui Dat undetected and then fire mortars and recoilless rifle shells into their 
base.  It was calculated that this action would lure the Australians out of their strong defensive positions 
to look for the mortar bases and to search the area from which they were fired.  The VC would be 
waiting to trap them from prepared ambush positions among the rubber trees and whatever Australian 
“mercenaries” were sent would be quickly wiped out. 
So 275 Regiment moved steadily towards its appointment with destiny.  From radio intercepts and 
visual sightings, the Task Force became aware of the presence of strong enemy forces within 5 
kilometres east of its base.  Company-sized Australian patrols were sent out to intercept the enemy, but 
the patrols found nothing. 
Then on the night of 16-17 August the Task Force was struck by a barrage of mortar bombs and 
recoilless rifle shells which wounded 24 Australians.  The Task Force replied to this attack with a 
countering artillery barrage. 
The Diggers had to be ready in case the mortar attack was followed up by ground attack.  They grabbed 
their weapons and stood to in their weapon pits, peering into the murk.  But no enemy approached.  At 
dawn, B Company of 6 RAR was sent to search for the enemy mortar positions and found five mortar 
sites and weapon pits for 35 men. 
Next day D Company of the 6th Battalion took over the search from B Company which was soon back 
in “the Dat” where singer Col Joye and his party of entertainers had arrived by helicopter to stage a rock 
concert. 

Led by Major Harry Smith, D Company left base at 11 am on 18 August.  In the afternoon, with Second 
Lieutenant David Sabben’s platoon in front, they moved at a fast pace towards the Long Tan rubber 
plantation.  The route took them through low scrub, swamp and paddy fields in hot and stifling 
conditions.  The young soldiers each carried 60 rounds of ammunition and three days’ rations.  They 
test-fired their weapons and through the humid air they could hear the faint beat of rock music coming 
from “the Dat”, . . .  

. . . leaflets were fluttering down into Long Tan village from a RAAF helicopter engaged in 
psychological warfare.  Gathered in the village was part of the force about to attack the Australians.  
The leaflets urged them . . . to desert the VC, but no doubt few were in the mood at that particular time 
to give up the struggle. 

At 3.15 pm the company entered the Long Tan rubber trees on a frontage of some 400 metres.  
Lieutenant Sharp’s 11 platoon had just crossed a clearing when a squad of six to eight Viet Cong 
appeared.  The platoon opened fire, killing one.  The battle of Long Tan had begun. 

At 4.08 pm, as the company continued its advance aong the edge of the plantation, the Viet Cong 
attacked in force, pouring a withering fire from at least a company.  Major Smith recalled, 
“Everything . . . went mad.  Eleven platoon is being surrounded and overrun.  The whole company is 
under fire from mortars, rifles and machine guns.”  At the same time torrential rain was falling, and 
Lieutenant Sharp called for artillery support.  A New Zealand battery of 105 mm artillery pieces 
responded immediately. 

Major Smith then ordered Sharp to withdraw his platoon, but it was pinned down by an incredible 
volume of hostile fire, and menaced by repeated assaults by enemy infantry bursting through the 
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foliage.  Sharp, a national serviceman who had been commissioned, was killed shortly afterwards, and 
Sergeant Bob Buick took over and maintained control, shouting to be heard above the noise of battle. 

Major Sharp wanted air support.  He called for an air strike with napalm directly in front of 11 platoon 
to cover its withdrawal.  When the American strike planes arrived overhead the whole company was in 
danger of being surrounded.  Canisters of coloured smoke were set off to pinpoint the target.  But the 
torrentialrain and the canopy of trees hid the smoke and spared the enemy from air attack.  The four F4 
Phantoms which could be heard flying over the battleground were forced to divert to a secondary target, 
Nui Dat East. 

Not only were the soldiers denied direct air support but they were running perilously short of 
ammunition.  At 5 pm Major Smith called for helicopters to drop ammunition to keep his weapons 
firing.  The beleaguered soldiers were grimly aware that the monsoonal downpours might work against 
the resupply choppers as well.  But they were not to be denied.  Two RAAF helicopters risked the 
appalling conditions and the danger of ground fire from a low altitude to fly in fresh supplies of 
ammunition.  They were flown by two gutsy crews captained by Flight Lieutenants Cliffe Dohle and 
Frank Riley.  The choppers were at Nui Dat to transport the concert party back to Vung Tau and were 
promptly diverted to the vital ammunition resupply task. 
Cascading rain forced the two Iroquois “slicks” to fly at tree-top level, thus exposing them to the danger 
of ground fire from hundreds of Viet Cong troops.  Tracer rounds passed through both doors of one of 
the choppers and the crew could see a machine gun firing straight at them. 
The soldiers of D Company set up smoke signalsto guide the RAAF to their position.  The RAAF crews 
found the company and quickly dropped boxes of ammunition wrapped in blankets (the blankets were 
for the wounded), to the waiting troops.  The boxes fell right on the target and over the radio the 
chopper crews heard an exultant Digger voice, “You bloody beauty, that was smack on.” 
Ian McNeill the Australian . . . historian wrote later, “The RAAF was roundly praised for their skilful 
and daring feat.  It marked the beginning of a new period in inter-service cooperation and 
understanding”. 
With powerful support of the four batteries of Australian, American and New Zealand artillery which 
thundered incessantly, and aggressive fire from D Company soldiers, the enemy were stopped in their 
tracks.   

A D Company soldier describing the carnage said - 
A solid line of them - it looked like hundreds - would suddenly rush us.  The artillery would burst right 
in the middle of them and there would be bodies all over the place.  The survivors would dive for cover 
beside these bodies, wait for the next attacking line, get up and leap over the dead to resume the rush.  
They were inching forward all the time over their piles of dead. 
To support D Company in its hour of peril, B Company of 6 RAR was ordered to return post-haste to 
the battle area while A Company also raced out in armoured personnel carriers (APCs) of 3 Troop, 1st 
APC Squadron, commanded by Captain Adrian Roberts.  On their timely arrival in the plantation rested 
the fate of D Company.  With the carriers went Lieutenant Colonel Townshend, who took charge of the 
relief force. 
Wasting no time, the carriers passed through the Nui Dat wire and made the difficult crossing of the 
Suoi Da Ban creek now in flood from the heavy rain.  Within a kilometre of the battle area, the relief 
force encountered an enemy force numbering well over 100.  Soldiers of 2 Platoon dismounted and 
advanced on foot, blazinf away at the Viet Cong.  The APCs joined in the battle and the outgunned Viet 
Cong fled. 
At 6.55 pm when the relief force approach D Company, the light was fast fading, but the Viet Cong 
could be seen massing for a final assault.  Soon afterwards, however, the firing stopped as well as the 
rain and the enemy troops began rising from the ground and receding into the rubber trees. 
The Viet Cong had suffered horrendous casualties and hundreds of wounded were in desperate need.  
The extent of the Viet Cong catastrophe was not fully appreciated until next day when the Australians 
moved back into the battle area and counted 245 bodies in the plantation and the surrounding jungle.  
Many more enemy dead had been hauled away.  Captured documents and the questioning of prisoners 
indicated that the Viet Cong force comprised 275 Regiment (reinforced by North Vietnamese troops) 
and D445 Battalion.  Thus D Company of 108 men, supported by artillery, had faced some 2,500 men. 
Australian battle casualties were 18 killed (17 from D Company and 1 from 1 APC Squadron) and 24 
wounded.  With the fighting over except for artillery fire, helicopters were urgently needed to fly the 
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wounded to hospital.  The first helicopter, an American Army “dust off” machine, was called in around 
midnight followed by six RAAF Iroquois.  A helicopter pad had been prepared and artillery fire was 
temporarily suspended while the choppers were guided to the pad by a dim glow from the APCs which 
had been formed into a hollow square. 
An Australian infantry company had survived against heavy odds and the Task Force had won a victory 
that would live in Australian military history.  Congratulations poured into Nui Dat, acclaiming the 
Australian victory.  Prime Minister Holt sent a message and another came from General Westmoreland 
which read: 

For General Mackay from General Westmoreland.  Your troops have won a spectacular victory over 
the enemy near Baria.  Aggressiveness, quick reaction, good use of fire power and old fashioned 
Australian courage have produced outstanding results. 

Major Smith drew attention to the vital supporting role of the artillery.  Enemy casualties in the 
immediate D Company area had been caused by small arms fire (50 per cent) and artillery fire (50 per 
cent) he said. 

Major Smith visited No 9 Squadron, RAAF at Vung Tau to thank personally the helicopter crews who 
had faced the dual hazards of the elements and the enemy fire to deliver the crucial supply of 
ammunition when D Company had no hope of resupply by other means.   

Professor Robert O’Neill, then a Captain with 5 RAR, highlighted the cardinal error of the Viet Cong in 
launching their operation within range of the artillery at Nui Dat.  “The intensity and accuracy of the 
defensive (artillery) fire which the gunners laid around the beleaguered company was of critical 
importance to the outcome,” he wrote.  Artillery support was absolutely vital because the adverse 
weather and approaching darkness ruled out air strikes in support. 

The Australian victory at Long Tan was headline news at home and in the United States.  “It ranks with 
some of the great stands in military history,” a newspaper editorial declared.  As well as the unit being 
awarded the Presidential Unit Citation, fifteen Commonwealth decorations were awarded in individual 
soldiers. 

Predictably, however, having built up feverish hopes in their minds for a great triumph against 
Australian “mercenaries”, the mendacious Viet Cong spokesmen were not about to let a few facts kill 
their version of the outcome.  They broadcast through Hanoi and Beijing radios the news of “a major 
Viet Cong victory at Long Tan in which 700 Australians had been killed and two squadrons of tanks 
destroyed.”  As if to confirm news of the victory the Viet Cong D445 regiment was honoured with an 
“heroic unit citation”.  More than 20 years later the Viet Cong were still holding to their fairytale view 
of the battle of Long Tan. 

After the mauling they suffered at Long Tan, the Viet Cong lay low for a time to lick their wounds.  The 
standing of the Australians rose high and the Australian military dominance led to an extension of Task 
Force control over Phuoc Tuy province. 

That was the battle of Long Tan.  The figures say that only 250 Charlies were killed; in fact, 250 were counted 
and a further 1 200 to 1 400 were wounded.  An aid to rehabilitation were the letters our soldiers received from 
their families.  Straight after the battle of Long Tan my friend the gunner, Kelvin from Rockingham, received a 
letter from home.  This was during a break in the battle when he had time to sit on the gun and reflect.  While 
Kelvin was sitting in the trench he received a letter from his mother.  I guess Kelvin thought this would be a little 
bit of brightness from home.  Members will have to bear with me, but this is not a joke.  This fellow had just 
endured the battle of Long Tan, and his mother’s letter said, “Dear Kelvin, I know things are tough in Vietnam, 
but I hate to inform you that Bob Bartlett was eaten by a white pointer at Jurien on the weekend.”  Bob Bartlett, 
if members recall, was the fellow who got chopped in half by a white pointer. “I am sorry to tell you that your 
other mate, Jimmy Regan” - who was a very good boxer - “committed suicide on the weekend.  You are 
probably not going to be real happy about the rest of what I have to tell you.  Dad has had a stroke.”  Kelvin was 
sitting there mortified after the battle of Long Tan, he still had the adrenaline rush, he was numb, and he received 
a letter from his mum telling him that his best friend had been eaten by a white pointer, his other friend had 
hanged himself and his dad had had a stroke.  We wonder why these fellows’ minds went when these types of 
things happened.  Kelvin used to write back to his mum, and so did Peter and the rest of the guys, saying, “Dear 
Mum and Dad, Things are great in Vietnam.  There are great little bars and we go to the beach.”  They certainly 
did not tell Mum and Dad what was happening in Vietnam. 

The veterans of the Vietnam conflict must be shown a way to attach a sense of meaning to their war experience, 
including the death of close comrades, and a way to reconnect with civilian life.  Perhaps finally acknowledging 
and validating the veterans’ years of terror may be achieved by gratitude and restitution, as they have suffered in 
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silence for too long.  The old adage “A war has no end for those who fought it” never rang so true as in the ears 
of those young soldiers who fought in Vietnam.   

What do we gain by saying sorry?  Firstly, by apologising to the Vietnam veterans we may restore a full sense of 
tradition and honour that goes hand in glove with our defence forces.  Secondly, we acknowledge that the armed 
forces play a vital role as an educational institution for those requiring and desiring guidance and discipline.  
Thirdly, we acknowledge that the armed forces are not institutions of shame, but institutions in which honour 
and tradition are linked with the men who proudly wear the Australian armed forces uniform.  If we do not say 
sorry for the arrogance that we, as a nation, extended towards these brave young men, how can we encourage the 
young people of today to join our armed services?  This is a glaring example of how we failed our fellow 
countrymen in their hour of need, and this issue simply will not fade away.   

Amazingly, the insults did not stop there.  Peter Douglas to whom I referred, has the dog called Janice.  If going 
to Vietnam was not enough, Peter Douglas arrived home and recently received from the Prime Minister, John 
Howard, a certificate that reads - 

A grateful nation expresses its thanks to  

Peter Douglas 

for contributing to Australia’s effort in the Korean War 

It is signed by the Prime Minister.  Peter Douglas was only four years of age when the Korean War was fought.  
He fought in the Vietnam War, yet the Prime Minister thanked him for going to Korea.  The blunder did not stop 
there.  He received a certificate of discharge, which reads in part - 

Total Effective Service:  3 years NIL days 

Service Outside Australia:  NIL years NIL days 

There is more - 

Decorations and Medals:  Vietnam Medal, Vietnamese Campaign Medal  

It shows that he earned a service badge from the Australian Army.  He received a certificate of discharge 
indicating that he had not spent any time overseas, but he won medals in Vietnam.  However, the Army 
corrected the mistake in a letter that reads - 

Dear Mr Douglas, 

I refer to your Facsimile . . . -   

It does not say, “I understand you are upset, blah, blah, blah”.   

According to our records, you saw Special Service in Vietnam . . .  to 27 February 1971.   

In 1971 he was still fighting in Vietnam.  The Army had him discharged from Vietnam; but said that he was not 
in Vietnam; he was given medals for being in Vietnam; and congratulated him for being in Korea.  We wonder 
why people like him went potty; for God’s sake!  What an insult.  I do not know why they did not put him in a 
nuthouse and belt him around a bit to make him absolutely stupid.   

Let us not forget that the young men who went to this terrible war were members of our family, they were our 
friends and they were our loved ones.  The men who returned are still somebody’s son, friend or husband.  How 
do we, as a society, justify the way we treated our friends who returned to their families.  How do we say sorry 
for the treatment extended to our servicemen on their return?  We apologise by recognising their contribution in 
Vietnam, by the words we use and by letting all Australians know that we are proud of the contribution these 
men made in the name of our country.  How do we apologise on behalf of the Government of the day for sending 
thousands of young men to a foreign country to fight in a war that had begun for mysterious reasons?  We 
apologise by committing ourselves to the continuation of government policies and programs to assist both 
Vietnam veterans and their families to recover from the trauma associated with the service in Vietnam and its 
aftermath, not by making cutbacks in areas such as the totally, permanently incapacitated pension, which has 
been reduced by $100 a week over the past decade.  We can no longer continue to expect our veterans and their 
families to carry the burden of duty to their country on their own.  

I do not know whether I have described our young fellows and their contribution to this country.  My interview 
with three or four veterans revealed that there are general problems and problems in returning home and joining 
their family.  Some of those fellows have not recovered; they have been afflicted with the cancers caused by, for 
example, Agent Orange.  I could probably continue for two days but we have a Christmas break on 24 
December, so I must stop shortly.  
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I would like our Parliament and the Parliaments of Australia to show their appreciation for the people who went 
to fight in Vietnam, who are now men of my age, many of whom have disabilities and horrific memories.  I 
interviewed three people and was shown the crap one of them received from the Commonwealth Government 
wrongly acknowledging him for being in Korea.  How do people feel who are treated that way?  We can stand 
up with a little bit of courage and encourage them.  They do not want compensation; they want some 
acknowledgment.  We took something from them by not telling them that they did a great job that was well done 
in the tradition of the old Aussie spirit.  I still cannot fathom why they were not acknowledged.  It baffles me that 
when they returned home they were treated with the utmost contempt.   

On reflection, the majority of that force comprised 20-year-old youths who fought against case-hardened 
soldiers.  Charlie grew up in the jungle.  There was no question that, as I was told, Charlie comprised some 13, 
14, and 15-year-old children and little girls.  However, they grew up in that environment.  Some of those people 
knew nothing but war.  I read the other day, I think in The West Australian, that one of the Afghanistan generals 
is a 16-year-old boy, who grew up with war and knew nothing else.  He was a 16-year veteran.  Our guys were 
three-month veterans who were given a rifle and sent to war.  Some of them were probably overweight and unfit, 
but they were sent into the steaming heat in the jungles and fought a war they knew nothing about.  Many were 
killed and many returned.  All I ask from my friends in this Parliament is that they tell those men they did a great 
job, well done, and we are sorry.  We cannot apologise on behalf of our parents.  The Vietnam veterans are from 
our time.  I am saying they are of the same era as members of this Parliament.  Hon Graham Edwards is also a 
Vietnam-returned soldier.  We should say, “Well done and we are truly sorry.” 

HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural - Leader of the House) [10.57 am]:  The Government supports the intent 
behind the motion.  It is appropriate in the sense of reconciliation.  I am sure that nobody missed the significance 
of the similarity between the wording of this motion and the wording of the Aboriginal reconciliation motion.  
For my part, it is appropriate that we seek reconciliation in the same way.  The Vietnam veterans are a group of 
people who I believe may be able to better understand the isolation that Aboriginal people have suffered in an 
Australian society that has sometimes lied to them, sometimes betrayed them and almost always isolated them.  
That has been very much the situation for Vietnam veterans in Australia.  Hon Frank Hough’s closing words are 
true and poignant.  

Australian Vietnam veterans were lied to; indeed, all Australians were lied to about that war.  That is how the 
conflict between the Government and the community began in the first place.  The depth of betrayal of the 
Australian people by the Australian Government at the time has been better understood in recent years.  
Australia was led into a conflict which should never have begun and in which we should not have been involved.  
Many of the issues raised by Hon Frank Hough were very personal, and it is a personal issue.  Apart from the 
fact that Hon Jim Scott and I were born on the same day, we lived in the same town.  I can well remember the 
occasion early in December 1965 when we both received notification that our birthday was a birthday not sought 
by the Queen’s own Australian Army.  As I recall, we spent some time in the Doodlakine tavern celebrating that 
fact.   

Hon N.D. Griffiths:  That was not legal in those days. 

Hon KIM CHANCE:  It was not, but I think the statute of limitations on underage drinking has probably passed.    

It was a distressing time for people in Australia.  Many of us lost friends and many of us, even more tragically 
than that, saw friends come back as shattered people.  Some of them never survived, but some did.  The number 
of suicides among returned servicemen, particularly in the first two or three years after their return, was gut-
wrenching.  It was hard to take seeing people come back physically okay but mentally so severely damaged that 
they could not survive.  We saw friends come back and we thought they would be okay eventually.  It was pretty 
horrifying.  That is a reason for us to say sorry. 

The issues Hon Frank Hough raised are very true.  We could have kept a lot more of those kids had the reception 
they had in Australia been more understanding, tolerant, sympathetic and welcoming.  Sadly we did not do that.  
I believe there is some mythology about the way in which returning Vietnam ex-servicemen were treated.  There 
were some horrific events in Sydney in particular.  Knowing these people and seeing them come back, and 
indeed spending some time with them in the military hospital in Heidelberg in Melbourne, my observation at the 
time was that for many of them it was not so much a hostile reception but the apathy of the reception that upset 
them.  They came back to a world that did not care what they had been doing; it was not necessarily hostile or 
offensive about what they had done. Although the paint throwing and incidents like that undoubtedly did happen, 
were widely reported and did not help at all, they were not necessarily issues that caused the exacerbation of the 
trauma that those young male and female soldiers underwent on their return.  It was the fact that life had simply 
gone on and people did not care about what they had done.  People did not want to try to understand what had 
been dominating those young lives for two years in general, and the last nine months in particular, because 
Australians did not want to know about the Vietnam conflict.  Even in the period 1971 to 1973 the vast bulk of 
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the Australian people were either totally apathetic about the war or wished to hell that Australians were not there, 
because the realisation had already come that this was a war that was not supported by the Australian people. 

Hon John Fischer:  I do not believe that is true at all.  I believe you are putting the Labor Party aspect of this.  I 
believe most Australians were totally behind the people who fought that war.  What you are saying is a damned 
disgrace. 

Hon KIM CHANCE:  Sadly, that was not the reception that Australian soldiers came back to.  They did not 
come back to an Australia that cared about what they had been doing.   

Hon John Fischer:  That is because the left-leaning media gave a false outlook to the whole business.  Most 
ordinary Australians were totally in favour of it.  The only people who were not and the people who made the 
fuss were the bloody lefties. 

Hon KIM CHANCE:  That is the member’s view.  I do not remember the Press being particularly anti-Vietnam, 
certainly not on this side of Australia.  I was talking about the relationships between individuals.  Anybody who 
was in Australia at that time could not have failed to note that for those not directly involved in Vietnam, there 
was no interest or sympathy for what was happening in Vietnam.  Sadly, that reflected itself in the personal 
relationships of returning Vietnam veterans, who I have always believed were and are entitled to our admiration, 
respect, support and sympathy.  Sadly, that was not forthcoming from the Australian people.  That did not spring 
from any lack of generosity in the Australian psyche but from the fact that the Australian people were shocked 
and embarrassed by the fact of the Vietnam war.  

Debate adjourned, pursuant to standing orders. 
 


